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"Stella Days" is new drametical movie. It is directed by Thaddeus O'Sullivan and written by Antoine
O. Flatharta, Michael Doorley.Watch online Stella Days movie in Full HD/DVD/ipod/divX All
Qualities are Here

Movie review (Synopsis):

A small town cinema in rural Ireland in the 1950s becomes the setting for a dramatic struggle
between Rome and Hollywood, and a man and his conscience. Martin Sheen ("The Way," "The
Departed," "The West Wing") stars as Father Daniel Berry in a story about the excitement of the
unknown versus the security of the familiar, as those in the town find themselves on the cusp of the
modern but still clinging to the traditions of church and a cultural identity forged in very different
times.

In Martin Sheenâ€™s new film, â€œStella Days,â€• he plays a priest in a small town in rural Ireland of the
1950's. It is a story about the excitement of the unknown versus the security of the familiar, as those
in the town find themselves on the cusp of the modern but still clinging to the traditions of church
and a cultural identity forged in very different times.

Stella Days is the story of Father Daniel Berry (Martin Sheen, The Way, The Departed, The West
Wing) , a story about the conflict between love and duty, hope and faith, and between the
excitement of the unknown and the security of the familiar.

It encapsulates the dilemma of Ireland in the mid-1950s - on the cusp of the modern but still clinging
to the traditions of church and a cultural identity forged in very different times.

Martin Sheen stars as Father Daniel Berry in a story about the excitement of the unknown versus
the security of the familiar.

Speaking to Movies.ie earlier this year, Sheen revealed that his interest in Berryâ€™s story was piqued
when a man from his ancestral Irish village of Borrisokane, in County Tipperary, gave him a memoir
of the parish priest, who had been a huge film buff and who had opened the first cinema there.

Speaking about his passion for the movie, Sheen said, â€œWhat I loved about Stella Days, it was a
priest who was reawakened to his humanity and less about his vocation, but about his person-hood.
He had lived an honest life and he was motivated by love, but there was a missing link, in that it
didn't begin by choice, he felt that his choice had been foreclosed as a child. He found himself and
he realized that he had lived an honest life, so he could go on.â€•

â€œStella Daysâ€• will be screened at Quad Cinemas, in New York City on June

Set in the 1950s, deep in de Valera World, Thaddeus Oâ€™Sullivanâ€™s picture concerns Daniel Barry
(Martin Sheen), a progressive and academic-minded priest who dreams of opening a cinema in the
Tipperary backwater where he is stationed.

Thereâ€™s a snag, of course. The Bishop is keen on fundraising for one of those hip new modern
churches. Meanwhile, various disgruntled locals, including Stephen Rea, rail against film as
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imported foreign â€œfilthâ€•.

Standard sentimental subplots come thick and fast as Joseph (Joseph Oâ€™Sullivan), Fr Barryâ€™s
adorable ragamuffin chum, wonders aloud who his father is. (Yes, this again.) Thereâ€™s some gentle
humour and pitchforks at the ready over electrification: â€œSeventeen inches,â€• boasts the owner of an
early big-screen TV.

Unhappily, Stella Days is far too caught up in the business of being A Film About Ireland to get
around to resolving the fates of many of its characters, including the kid.

In the feature film acting categories, both Brendan Gleeson and CiarÃ¡n Hinds have received two
nominations apiece. Gleeson is up for Best Actor for The Guard and Best Supporting Actor for
Albert Nobbs, while Hinds is nominated for Best Actor for his role in Tinker Tailor Soldier Spy and in
the Best Supporting Actor category for The Debt . Rounding off the Best Actor category is Michael
Fassbender (Shame ) and Martin Sheen (Stella Days), with Gleesonâ€™s The Guard co-star Liam
Cunningham and Chris Oâ€™Dowd (Bridesmaids) also up for Best Supporting Actor.

Fantasy adaptation Game Of Thrones lead the television categories with five nominations, with Corp
+ Anam picking up four nominations and three apiece for Camelot, The Borgias and MasterChef
Ireland.

The full list of nominations can be found below, with the awards ceremony taking place at Dublinâ€™s
CCD on feb 11 hosted by Irish actor Simon Delaney.
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Characters are playing roles as :

Alan Curran is playing as The Verger

Gail Fitzpatrick is playing as Sally

Trystan Gravelle is playing as Tim

David Herlihy is playing as Emmet Quinn

Tom Hickey is playing as Bishop Hegerty

Amy Huberman is playing as Elaine

Ruth McCabe is playing as Miss Courtney

Joey O'Sullivan is playing as Joey

Marcella Plunkett is playing as Molly

Stephen Rea is playing as Brendan

Martin Sheen is playing as Fr. Daniel Barry



John Shevlin is playing as Priest

Joseph o Sullivan is playing as Joey phelan
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